
  

AMENDMENT NO.1 Dated 18.June.2017 

 
 

Ref Tender No: HLL/SD/CHO/2017-18/TENDER/003 

The following amendments have been incorporated to the bid document for the above 

Tender for supply of films, contrast and DICOM printing on paper for HLL diagnostic 

imaging centres across India 

 

Sl 
No 

Original Tender Detail: 
 

Amended tender details: 
 

1. 

ANNEXURE 1  

Sl NO:4 

Laser  Film    

Suitable Dry Chemsitry film printer  with 

following specification shall be provided free 

of cost: 

1.Resolution: 16 bits/ 600 dpi or more 

2. With minimum three ports. 

3.Support Multiple Film Sizes: one of which 

must be 17”x14” 

4. DICOM Compatible (Attach conformance 

statement). 

 

 

ANNEXURE 1  

Sl NO:4 

Laser  Film   

Suitable Dry Chemsitry laser FILM PRINTER  

with following specification shall be provided free 

of cost: 

1.Resolution: 16 bits/ 500 dpi or more 

2. Minimum One tray, Support Multiple Film 

Sizes: one of which must be 14”x17”. (adaptable 

for film size of 10 X 8, 12 X 10 and 17 X 14) 

3. DICOM Compatible (Attach conformance 

statement). 

 

 

2. 

Terms and Condition  

 

5. Validity:   The quoted rates must be 

valid for a period for 3 Years from the 

date of closing of the tender. The overall 

offer for the assignment and bidder(s) 

quoted price shall remain unchanged 

during the period of validity. If the bidder 

quoted the validity shorter than the 

Terms and Condition  

 

5. Validity:   The quoted rates must be valid 

for a period for 3 Years from the date of 

closing of the tender. Validity may be further 

extended upto 2 years based on mutual 

consent. The overall offer for the assignment 

and bidder(s) quoted price shall remain 

unchanged during the period of validity. If 
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required period, the same will be treated 

as unresponsive and it may be rejected. 

 
In case the tenderer withdraws, modifies 
or change his offer during the validity 
period, bid is   liable to be rejected and 
the earnest money deposit shall be 
forfeited without assigning any reason 
thereof. The tenderer should also be 
ready to extend the validity, if required, 
without changing any terms, conditions 
etc. of their original tender. 
 

the bidder quoted the validity shorter than 

the required period, the same will be treated 

as unresponsive and it may be rejected. 

 
In case the tenderer withdraws, modifies or 
change his offer during the validity period, 
bid is   liable to be rejected and the earnest 
money deposit shall be forfeited without 
assigning any reason thereof. The tenderer 
should also be ready to extend the validity, if 
required, without changing any terms, 
conditions etc. of their original tender. 
 

3. 

ANNEXURE 1 

 

1.B Approximate requirement of films, 

Contrast and Dicom Paperfor Hindlabs 

imaging centre (Indicative). 

 

SL NO 4 

Laser film 

 

 Approximate Quantity required per 

Annum (Indicative) 

9,72,500 Numbers 

 

 

 

 

ANNEXURE 1 

 

1.B Approximate requirement of films, 

Contrast and Dicom Paperfor Hindlabs 

imaging centre (Indicative). 

 

SL NO 4 

Laser film 

 

 Approximate Quantity required per Annum 

(Indicative) 

9,72,500 Numbers 

The annual requirement of Film quantity - 95 % 

of total quantity is 17 X 14 size and 5% other 

size (10 X 8 and 12 X10)   
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4. Amended tender details 

The below mentioned point shall be applicable for the MRI contrast Medicine, CT 

Intravenous Contrast Medicine and CT oral Contrast Medicine: 

Supplier shall submit three years market standing certificate for MRI contrast Medicine, 

CT Intravenous Contrast Medicine, CT oral Contrast Medicine.  

All other terms and conditions in the original Tender Notice and tender documents 

remain same and unchanged.  

 

For HLL Lifecare Ltd. 

 

Senior Manager (SD) 

 


